Avian influenza transmission dynamics
across different time-scales: implications
for the British poultry industry
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Introduction

Results

Explicit examinations of the impact of local population dynamics, and
their interaction with the temporal dynamics of network links, are few.
Using the example of highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) in
British poultry, the implications of variability in farm-level transmission
dynamics for virus spread at the population-level was demonstrated.

• TP scaled with the build-up of infectious faeces, peaking at high
transmissibility (R0~25-30) then dropped rapidly – earlier disease
detection reduced the opportunity for catching-team visits (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Mean transmission potentials (TP) across all farms (n=108) for pairwise combinations of the infection pressure parameters (βa and βf ), showing
increases to flock size (FS) and assumed mortality threshold (MT).
βa = transmission rate via aerosol /bird /hour
βf = transmission rate via infectious faeces /bird /hour
βa + βf = total infection pressure
n = flock size (poultry count/ number of houses)
δ = rate of infectiousness onset /bird /hour
γ = HPAI induced mortality rate /bird /hour
ε = faecal excretion rate/ bird/ hour
ζ = rate of decay of infectious faeces /bird /hour

• Between-farm connectivity was the best predictor of TP
(coefficient=0.004, 95% CI=0.001-0.006, p=0.004, R2=0.68).
However, 32% of farms had a relatively high potential impact at the
national-level, despite a relatively low TP (top left quadrant, Figure 2).
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3. Simulating a range of outbreak scenarios:
A wide range of outbreak scenarios were considered, represented by
different R0 values calculated as the dominant eigenvalue of the Next
Generation Matrix for the ODE system (eq.1); range = 3-38,
corresponding to time-to-detections of ~2-10 days.
4. Quantifying farm-level transmission potential (TP):
TPi represented the farm-level potential for personnel, vehicles and
equipment to become exposed to HPAI during an on-to-farm visit:
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2.S-E-I-R deterministic within-flock transmission model:
A Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Removed model was used
representing HPAI transmission in broiler chickens. An additional „F‟
class allowed the build-up of infectious faecal material over time
(eq.1). A mortality threshold (MT) – as a proportion of the initial flock
size – triggered outbreak detection and inhibition of on-to-farm visits.2
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1. Catching-company data:
Temporally explicit movement data was obtained from one major
catching company in England: 44,758 individual on-to-farm visits
across 950 days, for 68 catching-teams and 415 poultry farms (~91%
were broiler chicken producers).1
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Methods

• TP was sensitive to small changes to the assumed mortality
threshold (MT) and flock size (FS; S = „small‟, ~4,500-14,000 birds; M
= „medium‟, ~14,000-28,000 birds).
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5. Farm-level predictors of TP:
To generate a farm-level “risk” profile, demographic and betweenfarm network connectivity3 factors predictive of TP were identified
using multivariable linear regression.
6. TP and national-level impact:
To explore whether a farm‟s propagation risk corresponded to
potential outbreak extent at the national-level, a farm‟s TP was crossclassified with their between-farm network connectivity estimate.
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Figure 2. Cross-classifying each farm‟s TP with a measure of their network
connectivity. TPdefault = farm-level TP computed for a mid-range infection
pressure. Horizontal and vertical lines represent median values of betweenfarm connectivity and TPdefault respectively.

Conclusion
The interaction between group-level transmission dynamics and the
pattern of on-to-farm movement events has important implications for
disease transmission dynamics – only small changes to parameters
increased the risk for the propagation of HPAI virus infection.
However, this farm-level risk did not correspond to the potential
impact at the national-level in all cases.
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